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ICATOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS ACTION
LAWSUIT

Author TI Post Request

Hello,

ICATOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS ACTION

LAWSUIT -

The case will be either civil, criminal or both.

We must be careful in choosing this factor.

Civil cases are easier to win.

Icator & it's Belgium based

members would be the Plaintiffs

& any non Belgium residents will

be Witnesses. Our lawyer is

taking this matter so very very

seriously he found a way of

including victims worldwide, so

yes Americans can join. We have

victims joining from the U.S, EU,

U.K, China, Japan & more.

Our Lawyer is now part of an

association which means that we

now have several lawyers

involved & it will be a public

interest case, which means it will

get media coverage & raise

awareness. Full Article

I am the new UK

representative of ICATOR & I

ask if you will kindly post this

message on your main page &

share it with your members.

We are trying to unite other TI

orgs for our Lawsuit & recruit

more Icator members.

If you have any people asking

questions, yourself ? Please

contact me

alisongsmith1986@gmail.com

Author Alison S

I Am a Victim of Cyber Abuse/ Torture
November 19, 2021

I have been having a strange symptom.

As far as I can tell it only happens at

night when I’m laying in bed. I can hear

myself breathing heavily out of my

mouth. My nose is as if it’s been plugged

up so I can’t breathe out of my nose. I

don’t have a cold or sickness of any kind

at the time. It’s heavy labored breathing

and it makes it hard for me to use my

CPAP. In fact I have noticed that my

CPAP records sleep apnea while I’m

awake when it happens.

I just can’t catch my breath.

I know my own body better than

anybody else. I know that it’s not

hyperventilating.

I was told Tuesday night November

16, 2021 after I went through It that it

is the people on the website doing it to

me with their system of Advanced

technology.

I know that it doesn’t sound real to a

lot of people but it is real. I have been

experiencing it as a reality. Mental

illness does not cause breathing

problems at night.

It is really happening as a result of the

people on the website and their

system of Advanced technology.

The heavy and labored breathing

through my mouth with my nose as if

it is plugged happens for a while but it

hasn’t lasted long enough for me to

have to go to the hospital. It stops

after about an hour. I then have my

breathing back to normal. I don’t

know if it could kill me.

I never gave any permission for the

past and present use of their website

and system of Advanced technology

done on my body.

It’s not fair to me. It makes me a

victim of something horrible. I just

want it to end. How can the internet

keep paying so much money to a

website that is working to slowly kill

me?

It is also bad that nobody believes me

about it. They think that it’s just

mental illness. The police won’t even

listen to me about it or even help me.

Nobody is helping me. I’ve tried for

years to report this website that is

stalking me and using my body in

their system of Advanced technology.

Nobody is listening to me about it. .

Author Shelley Williams Full Article
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Andrea Lynn Holleman - Quora Mod

Tribute:

"Andrea Lynn Holleman - Quora Moderate - Gang-stalking

Worldwide

She was an incredible strong amazing lady, she often inspired

others around her and gave others strength in their time of

need.

I phsycial weep for her, may she forever be at

rest.

On behalf of everyone, Thankyou Andrea. Author Jess Brown Full Article

Mohsen Rabbani and the Zugman's in Brazil

Phd Yona Zugman Greenman is a Senior Deputy Director at the Institute of

Endocrinology and Metabolism Sourasky Tel Aviv Medical Center; She is the sister of

the psychopath pederast Ariel"a" Zugman (the nazi travesty, assassin of Mr. Alberto

Nisman ( .(ז"ל Dr. Yona Zugman Greenman is also a victim of her psychopath

brother, and she is putting in risk her patients while she act as a doctor under torture

and under influence of the RNM. Her brain frequency was also syntonized by her

psychopath brother using the Remote Neural Monitoring.

The Zugman family in Curitiba-Brazil is hiding the crimes of the psychopaths,

pedophiles and assassins Ariel''a'' Zugman (nazi travesty) and Ana Chapaval Zugman.

Dr. Yona Zugman Greenman Tel Aviv resident, is the sister of the psychopath nazi

travesty, and Dr. Salmo Zugman (Mengele) in Curitiba-Brazil is the brother of the

psychopath.  Dr. Salmo Zugman (Mengele) and his sister Yona are parasitic worms

that will do anything to hide the crimes of their brother from humanity.

Based in information obtained through the RNM, the psychopaths Ariel"a" Zugman

(pederast nazi travesty) and Ana Chapaval Zugman (assassins of Mr. Alberto Nisman

,(ז"ל don't have the courage to commit suicide, and they have the

intention to surrender to the police, after the liberation of

their pictures to the press.

Also based in information obtained through the RNM, the

worm maniac psychopath Ariel''a'' Zugman is son of a bisexual

pederast that abused him sexually during childhood.

Ariel''a'' Zugman (nazi travesty) and Ana Chapaval

Zugman are the assassins of Mr. Alberto Nisman .(ז"ל)

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Neural-Weapons-RNM-Remote-Neural-Monitori

ng/309180162561405

https://www.facebook.com/groups/416094702726587/?ref=share

ARGENTINIAN

PROSECUTOR

ALBERTO NISMAN (

:(ז"ל

ACCUSED THE IRANIAN

REGIME, AND MOHSEN

RABBANI (IRANIAN

PEDERAST) IN PARTICULAR,

OF INFILTRATING

LATIN-AMERICAN

COUNTRIES, BUILDING LOCAL

CLANDESTINE INTELLIGENCE

STATIONS DESIGNED TO

SPONSOR, FOSTER AND

EXECUTE TERRORIST

ATTACKS, WITHIN THE

PRINCIPLES TO EXPORT THE

ISLAMIC REVOLUTION.

The Zugman family in

Curitiba-Brazil is hiding the

crimes of the psychopaths,

pedophiles and assassins Ariel''a''

Zugman (nazi travesty) and Ana

Chapaval Zugman.

Dr. Yona Zugman Greenman Tel

Aviv resident, is the sister of the

psychopath nazi travesty, and Dr.

Salmo Zugman (Mengele) in

Curitiba-Brazil is the brother of

the psychopath.

Dr. Salmo Zugman (Mengele)

and his sister Yona are parasitic

worms that will do anything to

hide the crimes of their brother

from humanity.

Based in information obtained

through the RNM, the

psychopaths Ariel"a" Zugman

(pederast nazi travesty) and Ana

Chapaval Author Hai Bar Barcal

WHAT’S NEW/COMING TIs Fight Back App!

TI’s Never Stop Fighting Here’s WHY TI Library Reports
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Silence Is Not Golden When
Your Targeted
Silence is not golden when your targeted as it feels like a silent wall of

thievery as my phone was always ringing when I was a Real Estate lady

and I feel the ” Gang Stalkers” who stalked us could have being doing this

to rob my Real Estate Business as my phone always rang and suddenly it

stopped. Real Estate customers I had been working with dropped me like

a hot potato at this time. We were ” Gang Stalked” in summer 2008 by

hot rods, and luxury cars, a bunch of loan shark high rollers it may have

been “Gang Stalking” to rob me as that how it seems and in 2006 theives

broke into my SUV parked in our long driveway and stole my Real Estate

Portfolio that I used for Real Estate Listings and my daughters ballet bag

also. Suddenly a silent wall around and no activity is from “Gang

Stalking” I say having experienced the silent evilness. I since found out

stalkers can get 1 year in a County Jail and 1 year of Probation and have to

live at a Transition House for 1 year. Why don’t all the ” Gang Stalkers”

have this criminal sentence for breaking the law. That would stop the

“Gang Stalking” and save the targeted indiviuals lives. I feel they robbed

my Real Estate Business and Identity and then decided to rob my

“Medium For God” psychic writer business that I started in 09 miles from

where I had my Realtor farm.

I always loved real estate, in the 1980’s I always read the Real Estate

Section in the newspaper and in 1988 I bought a townhouse condo in

Studio City, California with my own money. I always add that in in the

event someone is lying about how I bought my properties in my life. My

mom always told me I would make a great Realtor, I worked as a Costume

Designer and Costume Supervisor on movies, feature films and T.V.

Shows from 1979 to 1997 because I had two small children. I did not want

to work the long hours in Costumes so I stopped working to be a full time

mother. A few years later I decided I should get a Real Estate liscense and

work while my two daughters were in school. Then I would be home for

them in the morning, after school, and at night so that’s why I decided to

work as a realtor. I trained with a person in 1998 and worked for free to

learn everything so when I got my Real Estate Liscense I jumped right in

and got listings and had home sales right away. I went to real estate

school in 1998,1999 got my Real Estate Liscense and had three listings

often and about seven buyers. I was a prominent sucessful Realtor. I love

looking at homes and I enjoyed showing them and selling them. I got up

at 4 am to email my Real Estate customers new home listings on the

Multiple Listing Service and I sent them counter offers, did faxing then,

wrote Real Estate escrow letters, I worked three hours FULL ARTICLE

Gino Barcal

Email: haibarbarcal@gmail.com

Fone: (972) 54-903-7576

POBox: 2318 Zip Code: 8812201

Israel

Tel Aviv, July 18 2021.

To the Executive Director of the UN

Counter-Terrorism, Mrs. Michèle Coninsx.

I would like to request your attention and

help in this case of extreme urgency.

I am under torture and under attempt of

assassination through a Remote Neural

Monitoring System (RNM) since 1998, and

since January 2012 they are torturing me

24 hours a day.

The gang of psychopaths that are torturing

me and trying to kill me identified

themselves as: Ariel"a" Zugman (nazi

travesty and private prostitute of Mohsen

Rabbani) and Ana Chapaval Zugman, they

are the assassins of Mr. Alberto Nisman (

,(ז"ל Curitiba-Brazil residents.

They are controlling a clandestine Remote

Neural Monitoring Station for Mohsen

Rabbani (Iranian Pederast) in

Curitiba-Brazil, and they are torturing and

assassinating people.

When Mohsen Rabbani discovered that

the CIA was after him in Brazil, he left

Brazil and abandoned the RNM and the

psychopath's Ariel"a" Zugman and Ana

Chapaval Zugman in Curitiba-Brazil

without any assistance.

Cia Agents were syntonized by Mohsen

Rabbani's group in Brazil.

Ariel"a" and Ana Zugman are pedophiles,

and Ariel"a" (the nazi travesty) presents

himself through the RNM as a pederast

travesty that used to be a prostitute traves

Author Hai Bar Barcal Full Article
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Neural Weapons
To The White House

President Mr. Joseph Robinnete Biden

and to The Embassy of the United States

To the President of the United States of America Mr. Joseph

Robinette Biden.

I would like to request your attention and help in this case of

extreme urgency.

I am under torture and under attempt of assassination through a

Remote Neural Monitoring System (RNM) since 1998, and since January 2012 they are torturing me 24 hours a day.

The gang of psychopaths that are torturing me and trying to kill me identified themselves as: Ariel”a” Zugman (nazi travesty and private

prostitute of Mohsen Rabbani) and Ana Chapaval Zugman, they are the assassins of Mr. Alberto Nisman ( ,(ז"ל Curitiba-Brazil

residents.

They are controlling a clandestine Remote Neural Monitoring Station for Mohsen Rabbani (Iranian Pederast) in Curitiba-Brazil, and

they are torturing and assassinating people.

When Mohsen Rabbani discovered that the CIA was after him in Brazil, he left Brazil and  abandoned the RNM and the psychopath’s

Ariel”a” Zugman and Ana Chapaval Zugman in Curitiba-Brazil without any assistance. Author Hai Bar Barcal Full Article

Happy Valentines Day Targeted Individuals
Mes livres sur le gang stalking Find FREE

Downloadable TI Books
in the TI Library
J’ai de nombreux livres actuellement qui sont

sur les librairies en ligne

/Bookélis/AppleiBooks/Fnac/Kobo/Bookenst

ore/LibrairieDialogues/Amazon/Decitre/Libr

airie Richer/Gallimard Montréal// (un en

anglais et les autres en français) sur ma vie de

Targeted Individual, sur mon organisation

ICATOR, dont je suis board member, et sur

des épisodes de ma vie de TI. J’aimerais qu’ils

puissent figurer sur le site tisfightback ; pour

la plupart il y a la version papier et le ebook

Author Jacqueline Sarah MENANTEAU Full

Article

Synopsis

Targeted Individuals are revealing the truth

about the contemporary world, and they all

say this: we used to have a world of great

beauty and diversity, and we are now reaching

a limit. But that limit will condemn us ALL.
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